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Greetings, everyone!  Here we are again at the

start of a new summer season at the museum.  From 29th

April to 1st October the museum will be open from 2 p.m.

until 5 p.m. from Wednesday to Sunday each week, and

also on Bank Holiday Mondays – offering an ideal venue

for  keeping visiting  friends and family entertained!   We

are very grateful to all the members and supporters of the

museum  who  serve  as  attendants  on  open  afternoons

and in a wide range of other ways to help keep this local

asset running so well.  If you think you might be able to

help in some way, do let one of the committee members

know.

Last  year  we  celebrated  forty  years  since  the

museum  was  founded,  also  covering  other  local

anniversaries.  What is new this year?  The exhibition is

entitled “Do you remember?” and covers events which hit

the headlines in years ending in 7, including the winter of

1947 when the island was deep in snow, the October of

1987,  when Michael Fish famously promised that  there

was  no hurricane approaching  Britain,  and some more

cheerful  subjects  such  as  the  wedding  of  Princess

Elizabeth and Prince Philip in 1947.  Local residents have

kindly  offered  to  loan  various  items  of  memorabilia

relating  to  these  and  other  events,  and  these  will  be

carefully displayed and returned.

Also  catching  the  imagination  of  our  helpful

supporters has been the announcement that we will once

again be featuring a certain little bear “from darkest Peru”.

Many people on the island knew Peggy Fortnum, talented

illustrator of the Paddington Bear books amongst others,

and have strong memories of her.  She spent the last few

years of her life living next door to the  museum, at Hall

Barn.   We  had  a  mini-exhibition  last  year,  soon  after

Peggy died, and many visitors to that exhibition asked for

more, so we are obliging with a larger display this year –

though  we  admit  it  has  nothing  to  do  with  the  magic

number seven which is the theme of the main event for

summer 2017!

Last  year  was  certainly  a  busy  one  at  the

museum, with visitor numbers reaching over 3,000 for the

first time, and many schools and groups from around the

region coming along to see the exhibition, while residents

of the local housing for senior citizens were invited to a

special coffee morning to allow them to view the exhibits

at  their  own  pace  and  enjoy  one  another’s  company.

There will  be another coffee morning this summer: look

out for details nearer the time.  We have already hosted

two  art  exhibitions  this  year,  and  there  are  two  more

scheduled for autumn:  it seems the museum is proving

an ideal location for these events, and they are very much

enjoyed by all concerned.

There  have  been  several  Friday  evening  talks

throughout the winter, covering a wide range of subjects,

and these will start again in October, when Peter Jones

talks about Essex earthquakes on 20th October, followed

by Christopher Parkinson looking at the art and history of

stained glass (featuring local churches and artists) on 17th

November.

One piece of really good news we had during the

year  was  the  introduction  to  the  committee  of  local

resident and professional accountant Sophie Warner, who

has joined the committee as treasurer, relieving secretary

Mary Sparks of one of her duties.  In addition to her usual

role as secretary, she nobly also held the post of treasurer

on a temporary basis –over several years. 

East  Mersea has  been in  the  news  again  only

recently, courtesy of a group known as CITiZAN.  This is a

community archaeology project working in  the areas of

England which are exposed at low tide and covered at

high tide.  Local people and the museum are working with

CITiZAN to investigate and record our shoreline.  To date,

finds  include  an Iron  Age  skull  and  some Bronze  Age

posts and timbers from a walkway at East Mersea.  We

hope that, in due course, some of these finds will be on

display in the museum.

Meanwhile,  we  hope  to  have  another  “finds

weekend” where people are encouraged to bring in to the

museum interesting items they have found locally – in the

garden, the attic  or  the beach,  perhaps – as these will

often help to fill out the museum’s knowledge of our local

history.  Family photos can also be useful, and these can

be copied at the museum and returned to their owners.

Sadly,  there  are  apparently  still  people  on  the

island who don’t know where the  museum is – or even

that we HAVE a museum!  If you know them, bring them

along to visit the museum.  We look forward to seeing you

all!

Meanwhile,  if  you  need more information about

the museum and its activities, try looking at the museum’s

website:  www.merseamuseum.org.uk


